
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
leveraged finance. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.
While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have
all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for leveraged finance

Having day-to-day engagement with Leveraged Finance, Investment Banking,
Sales & Trading and Risk partners
Reviewing financing documentation and duediligence materials to identify
potential risks and business drivers
Engaging professionally with third parties such as legal counsel, due diligence
advisors and client representatives
Support NCGLF bankers to structure, deliver, close, and monitor syndicated
and bi-lateral loan transactions under direction of Managing
Directors(MD)/Director(s)/VP(s) NCG Leveraged Finance, including credit
submissions and transaction presentations
Support NCG MDs and bankers in the preparation and presentation of
marketing pitches to existing and potential clients under direction of
MD/Director(s)/VP(s) NCG Leveraged Finance
Provide analysis and support to MD/Director(s)/VP(s) NCG Leveraged Finance
for responsibilities to manage / monitor the NCG loan portfolio, including
timely reporting of material shifts in risk, client needs, market pricing, and
structure and support for recommendations for action / new marketing
opportunities where appropriate
Helping management teams craft the storyline
Recruit, manage, train and asses junior bankers
Establishing an analytical framework for the industries assigned
Analyzing the leveraged issuers in those industries, via financial modeling,
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assessment of third-party research, and interaction with management teams
and sell-side analysts, among others

Qualifications for leveraged finance

MBA or equivalent graduate degree in a financial discipline and 1 year of
experience
Minimum of 3 years experience in high yield, leveraged loans or distressed
debt research
Applicable Bond market or Equity market experience
Preference for strong accounting/finance education and skills knowledge of
loan and capital markets products and the regulatory environment
Excellent quantitative, written and spoken communication skills
Expert knowledge of financial modelling, valuation, and credit analysis


